ABSTRACT False data injection (FDI) attack causes a disadvantage to the safety of a power system. In the past, the adversary launching FDI attack mostly needed the complete network topology information of the power system and a large amount of measurements. However, the reality is that the adversary has limited resources and can hardly manipulate massive measurements without being detected. This paper proposes a new method to form attack vector in the condition of incomplete system information. The proposed method first maps the restricted data into a new Jacobian matrix by a kernel-independent component analysis, then constructs the undetectable attack model, and finally, designs a less costly attack vector to accomplish the FDI attack. The experimental results on different IEEE buses with Matpower tool illustrate the validity of the proposed method. Additionally, the proposed method shows a relatively high success rate in the cases of different degrees of incomplete information and various quantities of manipulated data in different power systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
The combination of smart grid and information technology lead to tremendous dangers of hacker attacks. As a result, higher security requirements are necessary to meet the data stable transportation in smart grid. In the tradition power system, Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) is used for real-time monitoring system, and collected measurements by Remote Terminal Units (RTUs) transport to State Estimator. State Estimator filters noise data and estimate the security of current system. Then, the evaluating result is used for Optimal Power Flow, Energy Distribution, Contingency Analysis, Real-time Pricing, etc. Furthermore, PMU (Phasor Measurement Units), wide area measurement system (WAMS) and other physical infrastructures are deployed [1] - [6] . Although those methods can protect the system to some degree, the malicious intruder still can steal and damage measurements in system, meanwhile, passing by the bad data detection (BDD) mechanism [7] - [12] .
Attacks that destroy data integrity have been studied in previous researches. In those researches, attack usually has whole knowledge of smart grid topology information and parameter in transmission circuit. Accordingly, it is easier to derivate attack vector, inject error to measurements, change state estimation without being detected by BDD,e.g., Vukovic et al. proposed the denial of service attack that disrupt control center of communication infrastructure in connected power system. It lead to system operator strike of each locality [7] . Liu and Li [10] proposed the local load redistribution attack based on incomplete electric network information. In paper [13] - [17] , the malicious intruder manipulate measurements and inject artificially generated data into primordial measurements passing by BDD. In general, this type of data integrity attack also known as False data injection (FDI) attack. Besides, Xie et al. [11] also proposed that attackers explore the weak point and launch FDI attack in smart grid when they have a small amount of system information. Zong-Han Yu et al. proposed that attacker construct attack vector apply with principal component analysis method when they don't have Jacobian matrix and distribution of state variables.
In regard to those threats to security of smart grid, a great deal of research about FDI attack identification, filtering and detection have been done. Such as in paper [18] , Sridhar et al. introduced the detection of automatic generation control (AGC) anomalous and alleviating loss mechanism. Liu et al. [19] constructed detection of FDI attack which specially exist in smart meters. Chaojun et al. [20] detected FDI attack by Kullback-Leibler distance comparing the different between current and history measurements. Chen et al. [21] detected attack by Chi-square detector and Cosine Similarity Matching method. Rawat and Bajracharya [22] analyzed the correlation between each part of power system and proposed FDI attack detection method. After all, Detection of FDI attack which possibly exist in the power system can explore the weak point of system. Accordingly, implementing precaution in advance will make smart grid more efficiently defend FDI attack [23] - [28] . In paper [29] , the principal component analysis method is adopted at first to reduce dimension of measurements, then separate normal data and abnormal data by clustering. In paper [36] , the Markov chain theory and Euclidean distance metric based method is able to detect malicious attack. Some defense mechanisms focus on FDI attack have been studied [37] - [39] . In paper [38] , the defender can incur due to a lack of information about the actions of the attackers. In paper [38] , a graph-theoretic framework is proposed to generalize the analysis of FDI attacks in smart grid. The proposed algorithm characterizes the critical set of measurements which must be removed along with a certain measurement to make the system unobservable.
As described in paper [30] , [31] , after selected and falsified the sets of measurements by attack vector, malicious attacker changes the state estimation in system without being detected. In paper [30] , a least cost attack method has been constructed. Ozay et al. [31] showed an attack mechanism based on Gaussian procedural formation. A. A. Cardenas et al. proposed the attack based on game-theoretic. With the aim of stealing some power resources at the least possibility of being detected, attacker gets the balance between cost and power loss.
However, the incomplete topology information of power is rarely taken into count in those existed formation of attack vector [32] . In pater [33] , authors adopt iteration to get attack vector for interrupting state estimation. However, those methods have great computational complexity.
In this paper, we present a new method of getting effective FDI attack vector which doesn't need the whole topology information of power system and doesn't have to falsify a large amount of measurements transported in system lines. In first, map the limited system topology information to high dimension by KICA method. After that, get a Jacobian matrix of incomplete topology information which is used for assuming the current state of power system. Next, this paper constructs a new model of FDI attack without being detected by BDD. At last, obtain attack vector by formed Lagrangian function which has light computational cost. In the end of this paper, abundant experiments have been shown. The experimental results prove that attack vector obtained by proposed method not only has fast speed of formation, but also can launch FDI attack with different degree of integrity. Besides, the attack vector also has high success rate when attack only can manipulate finite measurements.
The remainder of this paper is formatted as follows. Section II presents the review of state estimation, BDD and FDI attack. Section III introduces the formation of attack vector, including the Jacobian matrix of incomplete topology information obtained by KICA, the model of FDI attack, and the Lagrangian function for attack vector. Section IV shows the experimental results based on different IEEE standard bus system. Finally, the paper is summarized in section V.
II. PROBLEM
In smart grid, measurements that include load voltage, active power, voltage phase angle et al. are collected in buses, transported to monitor and control center, e.g. SCADA system. State estimator computes if the residual satisfy the threshold to identify and filer error data. There are two models of power flow in state estimation of power system which are AC model and DC model.
∈ R m presents measurements of different buses. m is the total number of measurement vectors, e.g. m is 304 in IEEE-118 system. Besides, m also is the number of rows of state matrix H of power system that mentioned behind. The vector x = [x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , . . . , x n ] T ∈ R n presents state variable in current system. n is the number of features of measurements that the n phase angle needed by state estimation. n is also the number of column of state matrix H . Usually m > 2n + 1.
The nonlinear relationship between measurements and statements can be formulated by
where vector e = [e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , . . . , e m ] T ∈ R m ∼ N (0 m×n , e ) presents noise vector which follows Gaussian distribution. Its average value is zero vector 0 m×n and covariance matrix is e = diag(σ 11 
∂x | x=0 is the Jacobian matrix decided by topology structure of power system and parameter attribute of transmission circuits [34] . It is also called topology matrix. We simply describe the formation of matrix H . l presents the number of transmission circuits and assume that the transmission direction is arbitrary. l × n-sized matrix L presents the connection of each transmission circuit. i presents one transmission line. L ij = 1 means that line i and j connect and current flows form i to j. L ij = −1 means that line i and j connect and current flows form means that line i and j connect and current flows form i to j to i. L ij = 0 means that line i and j doesn't connect. The direction of power flow is same as the direction of connection. Meanwhile, the l × l-sized diagonal matrix D presents admittance of transmission circuits. Thus, matrix H = (L T DL, DL, −DL) T . Since m n is assumed, the rank of matrix H is R(H ) = n. The state estimation in power system has three principles including maximum similarity principle, weighted least square method, and minimized variable. When the measured noises follow the Gaussian distribution that has mean value of 0 m×l , state value x based on maximum VOLUME 7, 2019 similarity principle can obtained by Eq (2).
where matrix W is the transport matrix of m × m-sized variance matrix.
B. BDD
Compare the difference between measurements vector z and estimated measurements vector to obtain the residual vector r. It can be expressed as Eq (3).
where the expected value of r is zero and can be expressed as
Define covariance matrix as Eq (4).
where
Set threshold value γ based on experiences. Residual detection check whether the inequality max m i=1 |r| > γ is satisfied or not, in order to modify or delete the bad data caused by attack vector, sensor error or topological disorder. If the equation max m i=1 |r| ≤ γ is satisfied, the measurements don't have bad data and be used for further state estimation.
C. FDI ATTACK
FDIA use loop holes of networks via network devices to attack SCADA communication and control centers to temper data measurements, and hinder the normal operation of state estimator. Having some knowledge of structure and topology of power grid, attacker can implement FDIA without being detected by detection system of state estimator using optimal and least cost attack vector generation method. Attacker, who has access to power grid sensors, can easily perform stealth SDIA attack by skillfully modifying sensors measurements.
Two types of attacks are expected on power grid with SCADA control system depending upon attacker's knowledge. If attacker is familiar with electrical equipment, configuration parameters, topology used and network connectivity, attack is skilled and structured. Else attack is unstructured. These attacks possibly target state estimator, decision system or management system, to steal power grid system's information like configuration parameters, topology used and system state information. Using this information FDIA can partially delete, replace or tamper measured data. If all or majority of measured data is tempered, it can be detected easily by detection system, and operator will get notified for further action. But attacker having power system information can strategically temper or manipulate measured data without being detected by detection system, and leads power system toward instability. For example, an attacker manipulated state estimation output, which lead control center to make decision opposite to actual physical state of power grid system, may results as power supply interruption.
The attack vector is presented as a = (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a m ) T . Eq (5) presents that inject attack vector to original measurements. 
Constructed in FDI attack, the attack vector has linear relationship with the state matrix H of power system, as Eq (7). It doesn't change residue r for passing by DBB.
where c = (c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c n ) T is n × 1-sized inject vector and arbitrarily non-zero vector.
Proving process is showed as follows.
As we all known, z has to satisfy Eq (8) for passing by BDD.
Reducing Eq (5), Eq (6), Eq (7), we obtain
As presented in Eq (9), the measurements z a attacked by FDI attack can pass by the BDD detector without notice if 2 − norm of difference between z a and z is smaller than residual τ . Meanwhile, the state variables are falsified.
D. FDI ATTACK IN AC POWER FLOW MODEL
According to Eq (1), the power flows are nonlinearly dependent on voltage magnitudes and angles, in the AC state estimation, and the system state variable includes not only the bus phase angle, but also the bus voltage amplitude. In the case of AC, malicious data injected to the original measurements can evade detection if the Eq (10) are met:
When an attacker attempts to inject false data into the system, there are usually two targets: one is to tamper with a particular state variable; another is to tamper with a particular measurement unit.
1) Tamper with a particular state variable: In the AC state estimation, there are two types of state variables: phase angle (θ) and voltage amplitude (V ). If an attacker attempts to attack a particular state variable, all measurement units associated with that state variable are affected. The relationship between measurements and state variables is determined by the following equation:
Active and reactive power injection of bus i:
The branch active and reactive power flows between bus i and bus j:
. (14) where, V i is the voltage amplitude of the bus i. θ i is the phase angle of the bus i. θ ij = θ i − θ j is phase angle difference. G ij + jB ij is the susceptance of bus i and bus j, and g ij + jb ij is the susceptance of the parallel branch of bus i.
From Eq (11) -Eq (14)), it is clear that: When attacking a state variable, such as V i , the measurement units that need to be modified include P, Q, P ij and Q ij , where j ∈ Q. Of course, if attacker attempting to attack multiple state variables simultaneously, there will be more measuring units to be tampered with.
2) Tamper with a particular measurement unit: A specific measurement unit whose measurements are related to the system structure and are associated with at least two state variables. In order to change a particular measurement unit, the attacker needs to change at least one state variable that controls the measurement unit. In order to evade detection, an attacker needs to tamper with all measurement units affected by the state variable.
III. FDI ATTACK WITH INCOMPLETE TOPOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Considering the strict protection of control center and harsh geographic environment of RTUs in reality, it is difficult for attacker to acquire the whole topological information of power system or falsify a large amount of measurements. Assume the detector of stator vector estimator has been a certain degree of understanding by attacker. However, attacker doesn't know the threshold γ . Standing on the position of attacker, attack vector should have worst impact on measurements with least attack cost.
According to the hypothesis in [35] , FDI attack doesn't depend on the whole information of matrix H . The author proposed the construction of attack vector based on linear independent component analysis (ICA) which can launch a FDI attack passing by traditional BDD. Since Kernel Independent Component Analysis (KICA) introduces the kernel function on the basis of ICA, the linear method is extended by nonlinear weights, and the nonlinear connection processing of the data is more capable. Based on the ability of ICA retaining the original linear data information, nonlinear relationship in data is further retained. However, in the practical applications, there are a large number of nonlinear relationships in the measurement dataset. ICA has a well effect when the state variables obey the Gaussian distribution, while in other distributions, the extraction effect is not as good as other methods. The ICA algorithm is a linear algorithm that has poor processing capabilities for nonlinear connections. As a nonlinear algorithm, KICA can better preserve the essential relationship in nonlinear data, and KICA is not limited to the distribution type of state variables. Its generalization ability and processing ability are better, which is suitable for solving this problem. The KICA method is adopted in this paper to construction the attack vector in the condition of incomplete information of matrix H . It remodels z = Hx to z p = HAv k , where A presents matrix of unknown impurity values, and v k , k = 1, 2, . . . , p presents kernel independent components.
The measurements z p is mapped to feature space in high dimensionality by the KICA method. Moreover, the eigenvaluesK of kernel independent components can be deduced.
H p = HA presents the matrix with parts of information unknown. Then, z = Hx + e = H p x + e. H p has same number of rows with H . The columns of H p are kernel independent components of v k . If the dynamic maintains slight in state estimation, z p − H p v k 2 ≤ τ . In this case, even though the whole information of Jacobian matrix H is unknown, the attacker can construct the attack vector by the deduced matrix H p to launch a successful FDI attack without being detected. It causes a serious threat to the security of smart grid, and provides the alternative path to the malicious attacker who only has parts of measurements. The process FDI attack is shown as Figure. 1.
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A. ESTABLISHMENT OF ATTACK MODE
In reality, Jacobian matrix can be presented as H p when parts of topological information is unknown.
Define M is all the attributes of measurements, A ⊆ M is all the attributes relate to FDI attack, and S ⊆ M is the rest of attributes. Therefore, S =Ā, A ∪ S = M . Let a i = 0, ∀i ∈ A presents the attacking elements of vector a, accordingly, let a i = 0, ∀i ∈ S presents the safe elements of vector a. Assume the i th element of vector n as follows:
where C is cardinality of set S. The objective function of attack vector a is modeled as follows:
where U is the probability that attack is undetected. p and q are preference parameters. λ is scale parameter. n T a presents all falsified values by attack, and it also indicates the profit of FDI attack. D is C × C-sized symmetric matrix. D ii indicates the vulnerability of i th measurement. L is the real measurements in system, and then r = a./L is the proportion of attacked vectors to measurements. ./ presents the division operation in vector. The first part of the equation (16) presents profits of attack, and the second part of the equation (16) presents the probability of the FDI attack detected after the measurements are falsified. Define the elements in diagonal matrix N are N ii = n i , and the elements in diagonal matrix N are N ii = 1 − n i . The aim of attack is transformed from equation (16) to the optimized model as follows.
Thus, the measurements falsified by FDI attack can still satisfy the threshold τ of BDD in state estimation.
B. CONSTRUCTION OF ATTACK VECTOR
In order to achieve the objective of obtain largest profit without being detected, the optimal value of model (17) should be calculated.
Firstly, the Lagrangian function is formed as follows.
where The function for calculating optimal value can be reformed as follows.
are the values of λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 at k th iteration respectively. d k is used for updating attack vector in each iteration. α k is step length. The merit function ∅(a k ) is used for adjusting step length. The updating process of attack can presents as follows.
The α k satisfied the merit function ∅(a k ) descend sufficiently. η is chosen parameter, and set as η ∈ (0, 0.5) in this paper. r 2 , r 3 are penalty factors.
In summary, the attack vector a is constructed. The algorithm is shown as Figure. 
IV. SIMULATION RESULT
For proving the feasibility and validity of the proposed FDI attack with the incompletely topological information, we did the experiences to construct the attack vector on IEEE 9-bus, IEEE 14-bus, IEEE 30-bus, IEEE 57-bus, IEEE 118-bus, and IEEE 300-bus standard system used Matpower tool. The experiences run on the computer installed Matlab software and having Window 10 system, dual-core CUPs with 3.9 GHz speed, 16G memory capacity.
A. CONSTRUCTION OF ATTACK VECTOR
Firstly, we run 100 times to construct the valid attack vector with a certainly incomplete matrix H on six different standard IEEE bus system. The results of experience are shown as Fig. 3. As Fig. 3.(a) indicated, the valid FDI attack vector a can be constructed rapidly, and the time cost increases with the scale of system becoming bigger. Meanwhile, the volatility of constructing time in IEEE 9, 14, 30 bus system is more drastic than in IEEE 57, 118, 303 bus system. Then, we record the time of constructing attack vector a on different IEEE bus system when the topological information is 20%, 35%, 50% complete. From results of experience shown in Fig. 4 ., we can see that the valid FDI attack vector a can be constructed rapidly and there are narrowly distance of the constructing time between different degree of incompletion. It proves that the constructing algorithm proposed in this paper has exceptional timeliness. The time cost almost is same as the condition that attack has the whole topological information of power system. Meanwhile, the constructing time is stable, e.g. the time cost basically maintain between 0.008s to 0.011s in IEEE 14 bus system, and in between 0.32s to 0.35s in IEEE 300 bus system with three differently incomplete degree of sparse matrix H .
B. THE ANALYSIS OF VALIDITY OF ATTACK VECTOR
The incomplete rate of topological information is set as the parameter in the interval [0, 1] . A successful FDI attack means that construct the attack vector with different incomplete degree, then inject the vector to measurements for profit, and pass by the detector without alarm. The success rate of FDI attack acceding to different incomplete rate on IEEE 14, 118 bus system is shown in Fig. 5 . The success rate becomes higher with the number of attacked lines increasing. However, The success rate becomes lower with the incomplete rate increasing, e. g. The success rate is below 50% when the incomplete rate greater than 0.09 in IEEE 14 bus system. Besides, the distance of success rate according to different amount of attacked line in IEEE 118 bus is bigger than in IEEE 14 bus. The former still have the possibility of successful FDI attack when the incomplete rate is 0.14 and the amount of attacked line is 3.
It should be Considered that the finite number of sensor that the attacker can obtain and manipulate when the validity of attack vector is evaluated. With a certain incomplete degree of topological information, the success rate of FDI attack acceding to different amount of tempered measurements on IEEE 14, 118 bus system is shown in Fig. 6 . The success rate becomes higher with the amount of tempered measurements increasing.
Although the amount of tempered measurements is limited, the attack vector still has exceptional success rate when falsified data more than a certain proportion, e.g. the success rate is over 80% when the number of falsified data is 34 and 127 in IEEE 14 and 118 bus respectively. In addition, we use three different detectors to verify the success rate of attacks by using attack vectors generated by different degrees of incomplete information on 14-bus and 118-bus. The three detectors are residual based detector BDD, extreme learning machine (ELM) based detector [40] and deep belief networks (DBNs) based detector [41] . In our previous work [40] , [41] , a detection platform based on ELM, DBN and MatPower was constructed to study the security of power systems. Here, we enhance them with additional programs emulating detection of the FDI attacks. For the sake of simplicity, in DBN based detector, we set that each hidden layer has the 64 nodes, the number of DBN layers is 4, the learning rate of pre-training and fine-tuning are both 0.05, and the size of mini-batch is 100. In ELM based detector, we randomly generates input weights and hiddenlayer bias, and the output weights are obtained by analysis and calculation. Additionally, in hidden layer of ELM, we choose ''sigmoid'' function as the activation function, and the output layer choose linear activation function as the activation function. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 7 , the FDI attack vector generated by the proposed method can effectively avoid the BDD detection and can successfully pass the ELM based detector 1 when the information incompleteness is less than 64%. It also can successfully pass the DBN based detector 2 when the information incompleteness is less than 38%.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a new method of constructing FDI attack vector which not only can effectively launch a attack under the condition of uncompleted topology information and limitedly operable measurements, but also have less computational cost and faster formational speed. We disrupted the basic theory of FDI attack and considered the limited measurements obtained and falsified by attacker who has finite knowledge of topology information of current power system. We proposed the formation method of attack vector with those limitations which can also successfully launch FDI attack without being detected. In experimental results showed the rate of successful attack under different degree of topology integrity and different number of operable measurements based on various IEEE standard bus system. Its performance proved this construction of attack vector have lower requirements for the intruder of topology information and reliance of the quantity of measurements. Based on the method of attack, a potential avenue for future work is to detect the FDI attack in smart grid and to develop a forecastbased protection strategy.
